PRESS RELEASE

Former Oracle and IBM senior executive Jnan Dash joins Third Eye Consulting Services
as CTO Advisory
Santa Clara, CA – January 13, 2017
Third Eye Consulting Services & Solutions LLC, the Silicon Valley based one-stop-shop for Data
Engineering and Data Science services, has announced that technology visionary and executive
consultant Jnan Dash has joined the firm as Chief Technology Officer (Advisory) as of January 1, 2017.
Dash brings over two decades of IT strategy and executive management experience gained at Fortune
500 companies. He spent 10 years at Oracle Corporation (NYSE:ORCL) as Group Vice President, Systems
Architecture and Technology, where he was responsible for setting Oracle’s core database and
application server product directions and interacted with customers worldwide in translating future
needs to product plans. Prior to joining Oracle, he spent 16 years at IBM (NYSE:IBM) in various positions
including development of the DB2 family of products and was in charge of IBM’s database architecture
and technology.
Dash focuses on enterprise solutions such as Cloud Computing, Big Data, New Data Management
Technologies, Real Time Analytics, and Scalable Distributed Computing. He is a sought-after speaker at
industry forums worldwide on the future of software technology and sits on several companies’ boards
and advisory boards.
“Jnan’s background and experience are a great fit for Third Eye's vision and path going forward,” said
Third Eye’s Founder and CEO Dj Das, “The strategic management value and technical expertise that Jnan
brings will spearhead the development of Third Eye’s services and accelerate its growth”.
On his new appointment, Dash said: “My experience working with global market leaders in the IT space
serves as a foundation to guide product strategy, planning, and design at Third Eye. I'm excited about
the possibilities that Third Eye’s services hold for industries that need them.”
ABOUT THIRD EYE CONSULTING SERVICES & SOLUTION:
Third Eye Consulting Services & Solutions LLC., founded in 2010, is a Big Data pioneer whose solutions
span game-changing analytics, data engineering & data science services, and IoT solutions. It offers
insights, expertise and recommendations that enable more informed and timely business decisions.
While companies focus on their clients and industry demands, Third Eye provides the Big Data
piece-of-the-puzzle to take their business to the next level.
For more information, please visit https://thirdeyedata.io/ or contact us here
https://thirdeyedata.io/contact-us/

